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majority of teachers are women. If the girl goes to a girls*
school and to a girls' camp, her opportunity for frequent,
contacts with men and boys is eliminated. All children
need constructive contacts with their fathers and other men,
and more natural opportunities lor relationships with boys
and girls of their own age.
Adolescent crushes are most prevalent in girls' schools and
girls' camps. Normally this phenomenon does not last as
a habit, although it may be troublesome for the teacher or
camp counselor. Crushes differ from adolescent friendships
in more frequently involving jealousy, being exclusively be-
tween two persons, shutting out other friends, and being
more intense, Boys', attachments to one person takes the
form of hero-worship. Teachers must recogni/e that the at-
tachment indicates a need for affection or for a concrete
standard of the kind of person he would like to be. The
adult should treat such attachments kindly but: without be-
coming emotionally involved. Frequently the adolescent's
affection may be transferred to some more appropriate object.
Adolescents need friends. Chums of their own age in
whom they can confide and from whom they can ask advice
are indispensable. Contemporaries help one another to dis-
cover and develop the kind of self each wants to be. They
help one another to shape the nebulous self in each of them.
Adults do not serve this purpose so well as contemporaries
because their understanding of the younger generation is
never perfect and because most adolescents have had suffi-
cient experience with unsympathetic adults to fear their
ridicule and lack of understanding,
CHARACTER   DEVELOPMENT   AND   J)U V K N I L R
,	DELINQUENCY
Factors in Character Development, — Character in English
schools is a by-product of associations and behavior of teacher
and pupil It is developed in the process of living together*
In a sense, it is caught, not taught.
Successful living in any culture demands a certain amount
of conformity. Laws must be obeyed. There arc certain at-

